
The P68 Pathfinder GMT from Swiss watch 
pioneer traser is the ideal companion for anyone 
who has more than just one home. The new 
GMT watch with integrated compass ring not 
only shows the time in two different places, but 
also indicates the way – by day and by night.  

The P68 Pathfinder GMT offers many of the pop-
ular extras of its predecessor the P68 Pathfinder 
Automatic, which has made a name for itself 
over the years as a must-have for all outdoor 
enthusiasts. However, the new model series 
also offers the remarkable GMT function: set 
the time at home plus another time zone and 
avoid annoying mental arithmetic or dragging 
your loved ones out of bed back home on your 
next long-haul trip. 

And if you happen to lose your way during a snowstorm under a cloudless 
sky while hiking in Iceland, the reliable companion on your wrist will help 
you. Using the integrated compass ring, the position of the sun and the hour 
hand, you can easily find your way with the traser P68 Pathfinder GMT, even 
in the remotest places with no mobile phone reception.

If the sun has already set, the P68 Pathfinder GMT brings light into the 
darkness: the hands and indexes of the traser watch light up even in com-
plete darkness thanks to the in-house developed trigalight self-powered 
illumination technology. This guarantees perfect readability of the time 
even at night and in poor visibility. 

TRASER 
P68 PATHFINDER GMT
THE PERFECT COMPANION FOR GLOBETROTTERS   
 

The P68 Pathfinder GMT is 
available in green and blue. 
Whether you’re heading out 
to sea to relax or seeking 
an adrenaline rush in the 
wilderness, the GMT function 
from Swiss watch pioneer traser 
adds extra value to everyday 
life between the time zones.

www.traser.com
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